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A MULTI-USE BLOCK lN THE URBAN FABRIC

bv
Mark H. Lichter
(ABSTRACT)

The spaces we inhabit, the urban fabric, the interplay between the two: this architectural thesis seeks to explore the
many components of a mixed-use project, its relationship to the city, and its use by potential inhabitants.

Through this mixed-use project, many aspects of similar commercial/residential projects in the Washington, D.C. are
challenged and rethought. It explores the impact of design on the way people live and work in a city.
Research and analysis include architectural language, the workplace, the urban dwelling, the relationship of these to
each other, and the relationship of these to the surrounding context. What follows is the documentation of these explorations, from site analysis to final drawings, and the beginnings of an understanding of how architecture can impact the
working and living environments.
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The project site is in the northwest quadrant of Washington, D.C. Called

Square 406 in the Pennslvania Avenue Plan, produced by the Penn-,_

sylvania Avenue Development Corporation (P.A.D.C.), this block is
art of ..
a com rehensive revitalization movement and is currentl

underutilized with surface parking and a few structures In Cl€t€VIO-

rated eenelmen-

Beueel bv F Street te the **e“***« 8** Street te the ‘=‘eS*» E $****6* te the

south, and 9*** Street to the west, this site is charged with historical
issues, contextual opportunities, and very strong forces to influence
.
the desi. n of this. block. Across F Street .is the National
Portrait. Gal-

lery, a terminus to 8*** Street which ends to the south three blocks away

at the National Archives building. Both of these buildings are bold
landmarks and form an extremely strong north—south axis.
.
.
. .
. .
8*** Street is. the Tariff
Enfronting
Commission
building.
A smal ler scaled
structure than others in the area, it is the hope of the PA. D.C. that this
building will be renovated into residential or hotel units. The west
facade of the Tariff Commission building is symmetrical with a center
portico suggesting a mid-block east-west axis. lt’s fagade is composed
of a clearly defined base, middle, and top.

Across 9*** Street, all the structures are commercial buildings, their street
facades topping out at the height limit of 110 feet. The Portrait Gal-

le , the Tariff Commission buildin and man other buildin s in the
I

vieinitv are leid ew es eeueverd bwldingei ereetins eesee trem the
Peee ef the

With retail at the street level, office space in the middle, and residential at

the upper-most floors, the typical multi-use project fails to create a mean-

ingful connection between the unit where the urban dweller lives and the

street far below. Here, the residential component is separated out and clearly

associated with the street and sidewalk to which it belongs. With shared
stai
rways and numerous bal- coni· es, the connection is enhanced and the hu-

rnane scale of the Street IS relnforced.
;11Z zA*

The5;;;A
Tarlff Building across 8**‘ Street rs only 65* high and IS slated to be renovated into residential units. The dwelllng units of this project therefore, line

- · s similar
· ·
· bulldin
8 th Street with
in· hei- ht also com osed of a clearl deflned base,
middle,
and top. The matching
herghts and similar composltlon,
_
____

along with the rhythm of the architecture, reinforce the important axls be-

tween the Portrait Gallery and the Archives.

The Asmall art galleries at the street level are an appropriate function for the

A
retail at the east edge of the block due to the adjacency
toA the Portrait.
A
Gallery and the scale of 8 street. These spaces are highly flexible, where a
tenant can lease a sm- le ’module’ and erect a art wall for a ver small
gallery, or lease more Square footage for a larger gallery, and even take up

reeldenee ln the left evetleeklng the eeeee-

The office building lines the remai ning edges of the site, match ing the height

ef the adjatieent CommercTal buildings. ln the[spirlt of many nearby COUVt·
yards, the office building is configured as a U that forms an urban oasis as

well as a buffer between the two functions of office and home. Although
the facades which bind the site are orthogonal to enfront the streets, the
building edges that face the courtyard are free to break that grid. These
.
.

. .
elevatlons are angled about the 8XlS of the South Sun to mäX|mIZ€
the Sun-

llght tel the eetlltvalel-

3
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The primary structural material is reinforced concrete, which is typical
TA;@·2AT;2A?séAi(äéTFääsäjäEli?é%·ET·2A%eéT—äéä
What is not typical here is the way the concrete is formed into an
As s
architectural
system to be seen and celebrated, rather than the more
A A A
A A
A
A A

VsAAA,
for Cemmemlal PVOleet$ lh VVa$hlhgtOh, Ü-C due te helght hmltätlehsAAAA,1s A,·AAAAAAA1A A=A
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typical utilitarian columns and slabs, hiding behind finishes.

s s
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A at the perimeter
A
A building
A A grow inA width
A as they
The piers
of the office
,A—
A
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A
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to support

hold up root Slabs that reach for the Sky.
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The skin is infill between the concrete, so the expression of structure is main-

tained. The language of the envelope is derived from a module that fits

within the structural grid. The module of the skin at the office building is the
same proportion of height to width as the module at the residential units, but
1Älghbäéä

-i·T
the size of the module is smaller at the dwellings due to the smaller scale
T T?

n
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ET} d function of the buildin s
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Each facade is designed individually according to its particular orientation

and function I but conforms to the common rid of the module so as not to
lose the cohesiveness of the project as a whole. At the two south elevations

of the office building, bris-so/eils occupy the line of the skin, and curtainwall
of vision glass and spandrel glass are recessed, to mitigate the direct rays of

the sun. The south elevation of the residential units have deeply recessed

terraces and cantilevered balconies for shade.

Due to adjacent conditions, the only east or west elevations subject to solar
rays are the east fagades of the office building. Since these do not face the

street, they are able to break out of the orthogonal urban grid, and the main
east fagade is angled toward the sun. Light shelves, which fit within the

modular attern, bounce sunli ht into the work lace and block direct solar
1

At the north elevations of both buildings, the envelope is forward so windows can let in as much diffused daylight as possible, but the windows are

punched Op€DII'IgS In an Op3qU€ ”coat" to l|'ISUlE1l1€ &g3lnSt tl'1€ cold ÜOI’tl"I

winds and lack of solar heat ain. The material of the residential "coat" is a
natural stone, such as lImeStOne.
„
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•
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The material of the COmmerCIal ”coat” IS StaIrileSS steel to IrIdICate a more

high tech function. But the finish is a brushed stainless steel to contrast less

with the stone of the residential than a polrshed metal. With the consistent

language of modular propoitions, expressed structure, and acknowledgement
of solar orientation, the skin of the buildings can and should be different
materials and the roTect still a ears as a unified whole.

The t ical American office buildin desi n maximizes leasable s ace with
enormously deep floor plates, but sacrifices daylight to all but a small percentage of tenants. Along with a hermetically sealed skin, the typical office
*2--worker goes through his day without any sense of the outside environment,

and may even be subjected to "sick building syndrome".

ln areas of Europe, especially Germany, Holland, and Scandinavian coun-Q.2

tries, humanely designed workplaces are economically viable. With these
6 ,-2 2222j
as examples, developers in the United States could begin to think more
long-.2-Q2--

.62
-—. Q- 6. --

term, seein that more user friendl structures can actuall conserve natural
.

. and
.
. to informed
resources, promote productlvity,
be marketed as an amenity
tenants who may pay premium Iease rates.

The depths of the floor plates (approximately 30 feet from envelope to corri-

dor wall) are shallow by today’s standards in the United States. This allows

the maximum number of people to have views to the outside and experience

natural daylight. Also, many little balconies and

gathering
further connect the occupant with the natural environment-

terraces help

Another aspect of current progressive thinking about office buildings is the

A6:12
notion of the intelligent workplace. The most
buildings

sophisticated office

rovide a lo ical la out and short runs for the mechanical, electrical ’ and
plumbing systems. This maximizes flexibility for the tenant and simplifies
ma i ntena ncefO rthe owner2 The P Ian of this buildin g is based on AA tarta AA g rd
A
of small and large bays. The small bays provide a simple network of path--.2 -2 2
ways for the systems to run from the cores into the work areas. Also, secondre-222‘22

-62222
ary cores which contain separate sub-mechanical/electrical/LAN

rooms,
duce the runs of the systems and provide the user with maximum flexibility
and control of their work environment (See also Floor Plans-pages 9&7 0).
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A

.
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The urban dwellers are connected with
their. street, thereby2 enhanclng
2
'
the sense of being a part of the larger community. The architecture also

prOvIdesA shared spaces and gatherlng places SO the sense of belng a part
A
A
A
of the micro-community,
that isA the group of people who live
in that row

ot ohltsr *s also ro*oloroool·

22
.
.
.

lU$t ab<>v@ the rear et the galler*e$» a large area *s PreV*ded as a eemmU·

nrtyAvvrde play area and gatherrng place. Above that, thrs zone which

elements not only serve as walkways, but have nodes for little gatherlngs

and can become what Herman Hertzberger calls "living-streets", spaces

shared by the lnhabltants of the same floor.
li

A‘t

ln order to preserve the sense of privacy as well, a clear hierarchy of the

many layers along the daily processions is maintained. From the very
ublic street, ou enter erther the main lobb that IS shared with all
t-.A2Q

dents, or you enter your stair towe that is shared only wrth your neighbors

that flanl< that stalr. Then ou arrlve at the s ace between our unit and

your nelghbor directly across from you. This area becomes something
to others.

VlSIbl€
but
I
S
space,
IS recessed ln a nlche that IS your prlvate

that belengs to the two of YOUA As you approach your entrance, your ClOOr

You enter your home and close the door behind you for total seclusion.
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3rd Floor Plan

2nd Floor Plan
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8th Floor Plan
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East-West Section-Looking North
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What has been presented here should not be viewed as the "answer", or even a model to emulate.
Rather, this research and design thesis should challenge architects to further explore what are

some of the most critical architectural issues of our time:

How to improve the environments where we work.

How to improve the way these two environments exist together,

so we can begin to improve our cities.

lt is clear that architects can play a key role in society, and that the architecture itself can shape
and enhance our lives.

